
About the artist

Daan Roukens (1987) is a Dutch visual artist, known
for his diverse and colourful abstract self-portraits.
He portrays in an abstract way what’s going on in his
head, in which he continuously experiences a
restless feeling as a result of the tension between
order and chaos. When he experiences too much
chaos, he lets his obsessive perfectionism run free
and if that structure becomes too dominant, he will
add chaos again. It’s the alternating choice for both,
but he never opts for one and experiences the
moment of in-between as sublime.

Roukens searches for that in-between experience
and feels the strong need to take the viewer into this
process. By means of patterns, colour and
abstraction, he paints the doubt and aims to make
that conflict visible and perceptible. The artwork, a
translation of his controlled chaos, forms like a
mirror for our daily lives.

He graduated with a Bachelor of Fine Art at AKV St.
Joost Den Bosch and obtained his Master of Fine
Art degree at the Sandberg Instituut in Amsterdam.
In addition to painting, he also uses video, ceramics
and textiles. His work varies from autonomous
projects to commissions and is acknowledged by a
broad audience.

Testimonials

”From irritation to admiration, from fight to
resignation, from wanting to step out to being too
curious to stop looking. Intriguing” Henriëtte Olland

”As a viewer, I started looking for structures and
patterns, but when I released them, I experienced
them again. For me, it was about perfection and
imperfection, about compulsive ordering and trying
to let that go, about straight jackets and how to
escape from them. Very strong work as far as I’m
concerned, because it brought about everything”
Anonymous

“Over-structured order implies there is chaos” Lucas
de Man

“An experience. It gives peace, but at the same time
it's elusive and I feel his fight. There is a story in
every detail, a story that I want to figure out” Rick
Scholman

Studio:
WG-Plein 86
1054 RC Amsterdam
The Netherlands

Tel. +31 (0)6 24 83 38 61
Mail. daan@daanroukens.com
Web. www.daanroukens.com
Social. Instagram | LinkedIn
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In this new series of paintings, visual artist Daan Roukens continues his
research into the in-between experience and how he can communicate this
with the viewer. With Stumbling, he searches for the experience of that
moment where one is almost falling, but manages to stay upright. A tension
comparable to the in-between experience that Roukens is searching for.
In his abstract self-portraits he paints the doubt and aims to make that tension
visible and perceptible by means of patterns, color and abstraction.

Straight and wavy lines alternate, white opposes color and the loose brush-
strokes work against the straight lines. A visual research from artistic actions
in the painting process to the experience of the viewer standing in front of the
artwork. The choices are definitive and become visible between the lines in
Clashed Between Right and Wrong or where breakthrough becomes part of the
pattern in You Got It or You Don't. On the other hand, the diptych Als Sneeuw
voor de Zon turns against the first three paintings, by pulling apart Clashed
Between Right and Wrong and marks the beginning of Two Steps in the Wrong
Direction. In which horizontal and vertical lines intertwine into a controlled
chaos. These last two paintings are the starting point of a new series of
monochromes in Stumbling II.

As part of this series, Roukens also creates new process videos, from paintings
like I Once Stumbled in a Forest, Two Steps in the Wrong Direction and the
video-soundwork Variations on a Theme. The creative process has taken a
larger role in this series, in which the viewer is brought along in various steps.
The process videos carry an important part of the story and are presented in
different forms. As video art at exhibitions or as short videos on Instagram and
Youtube. In addition, the (hand-painted) frames in various colours function as
a window to draw the viewer even more into the artwork.

Last but not least, new high-quality art prints of three paintings are presented
to complement the series. In a limited edition of twelve Giclée prints, made on
310 g Hahnemühle German Etching paper.

Stumbling, 2019-2023
(part one)

Exhibition view | Stumbling | 2023



You Got It or You Don’t
2020

Acrylic and oil on linen
130 x 180 cm



I Once Stumbled in a Forest
2020

Acrylic and oil on linen
65 x 90 cm

+ Video 4:10 min

Link to video and stories

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nqQsNf28JqM
https://www.instagram.com/stories/highlights/17852307794306185/


Clashed Between Right and Wrong
2020

Acrylic and oil on linen
130 x 180 cm





Als Sneeuw voor de Zon, 2021
Acrylic and oil on linen, 180 x 130 cm



Variations on a Theme, 2021
Video with sound (loop)

Link to preview

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lG6Yow__4V0


Two Steps in the Wrong Direction #1
2022

Acrylic and oil on linen
130 x 130 cm

+ Video 8:45 min

Link to video and stories

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Vg0ea9SFWg
https://www.instagram.com/stories/highlights/18181788955268949/


Two Steps in the Wrong Direction #2
2022

Acrylic and oil on linen
130 x 130 cm
+ Video 8:45 min

Link to video and stories

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Vg0ea9SFWg
https://www.instagram.com/stories/highlights/18181788955268949/


You Got It or You Don’t - Art Print
2023

Giclée on 310 g HM German Etching paper
Signed and numbered
Edition of 12
60 x 80 cm

I Once Stumbled in a Forest - Art Print
2023

Giclée on 310 g HM German Etching paper
Signed and numbered
Edition of 12
60 x 80 cm

Clashed Between Right and Wrong - Art Print
2023

Giclée on 310 g HM German Etching paper
Signed and numbered
Edition of 12
60 x 80 cm



With I Forgot To Say Stop On Our Way Home and
Checkmate, Roukens continues his search into the
experience of the ‘in-between’. A visual research
between high and low contrast, circle and square
and between hand-painted surfaces versus those
with tape. A new addition to Roukens' toolkit to
break through existing patterns, is his so-called
'painting-further'. Where surfaces overlap, new
surfaces are created.

In I Forgot To Say Stop On Our Way Home, Roukens
refers to a moment where you lose control while in
motion. At the same time Checkmate refers to the
unpredictability and the finality of the painting
process. Getting to a point where you can't
continue, even if that's your intention.

Daan Roukens paints the doubt and aims to make
this conflict visible and perceptible by means of
patterns, color and abstraction. He searches for
that intermediate experience in the contradiction.
Where it agitates, but is also balanced. In addition,
he feels the strong need to take the viewer into this
process and does so by making videos of the
painting process. He sees his artworks as a
translation of his controlled chaos that reflect
everyday dilemmas. Since Covid-19, his
biographical work forms an even greater proverbial
mirror for the viewer. In which the social debate
between opposites is larger than ever.

I Forgot To Say Stop On Our Way Home
& Checkmate

Detail | I Forgot To Say Stop On Our Way Home | 2021



I Forgot To Say Stop On Our Way Home
2021

Acrylic and oil on linen
110 x 140 cm

Link to video and stories

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TuyVruxQ9Mg
https://www.instagram.com/stories/highlights/17857629701535650/


Checkmate
2021

Acrylic and oil on linen
50 x 70 cm





When You Say Yes, I Say No is a reaction to Roukens
previous series Say Yes When You Want To Say No
from 2016. In this, he follows the existing pattern,
but searches for more contradictions to counteract
himself. By adding circles to the squares and
reuniting overlapping pieces. Also the loose
brushstrokes have taken on a prominent role in
losing control against the fixed tape strokes. In order
to take the viewer into the in-between experience,
Roukens made the painting process insightful. In
When You Say Yes, I Say No #1 the rules and
freedoms are part of the artwork.

Both paintings mark the beginning of a new type of
work, titled ‘in-between artworks’. Contrary to
series, these are a result from developing a smaller
idea or experimentation. The word in-between is
therefore literally a translation, but also fits in the
context of that moment he is searching for.

When You Say Yes,
I Say No

Detail |When You Say Yes, I Say No #2 | 2020

Acrylic and oil on 300 g Arches Huile paper
42 x 59,4 cm (38 x 56 cm)



When You Say Yes, I Say No #2
2020

When You Say Yes, I Say No #1
2020



Daan Roukens

b. 1987 in Tiel (NL)
Lives and works in Amsterdam (NL)

Education

2018 Master of Fine Art (M FA) at Sandberg Instituut,
Gerrit Rietveld Academie, Amsterdam
Program: Re-inventing Daily Life

2009 Bachelor of Fine Art (B FA)
AKV St. Joost, Den Bosch

Selected Solo Exhibitions

2018 Number Nine store, Amsterdam (NL)

2017 Park hotel, Amsterdam (NL)

2016 This Art Fair, Amsterdam (NL)
The Ultimate Balance, Sociale Verzekeringsbank,
Amstelveen (NL)

2014 &MAES office, Amsterdam (NL)
Public_ office, Amsterdam (NL)
Academy for I&M office, Amsterdam (NL)

2013 Public_ showroom, Amsterdam (NL)
Westergasterras, Amsterdam (NL)

2010 Lux Theater, Nĳmegen (NL)

Selected Group Exhibitions

2022 Van Hanze tot Heden, in de binnenstad, Tiel (NL)
Van Hanze tot Heden, Zinder, Tiel (NL)

2020 Parallel, Amsterdam (NL)

2018 Re-inventing Daily Life, Graduation Show, Sandberg
Instituut, Amsterdam (NL)
Kinderboerder-ei, Charity Auction, Club ADCN,
Amsterdam (NL)

2017 Laboratorium voor een Leuker Leven, LAB111,
Amsterdam (NL)
Van Mondriaan tot Dutch Design, Zandvoorts Museum,
Zandvoort (NL)

2016 Hoofdafdeling Bĳzaken van de Belastingdienst,
Engaged Art Fair, Amsterdam (NL)

2014 Masterpeace Gallery, KunstRAI, Amsterdam (NL)
Miscellaneous, Walls Gallery, Amsterdam (NL)

2012 Affordable Art Fair, Westergasfabriek, Amsterdam (NL)
HTNK Modefabriek, RAI, Amsterdam (NL)
Artistic Affairs, Walls Gallery, Amsterdam (NL)

2011 Museumnacht, Amsterdam Museum, Amsterdam (NL)

2010 On The Wall, Art Pie, Amsterdam (NL)

2009 Solar Festival, Roermond (NL)
Zàĳiàn Yixing, CBK, Den Bosch (NL)
Cultivated, Galerie 10, Utrecht (NL)

Selected Publications

2022 Art Guide Artists, Fransastic Media Productions
Zinder-expositie bĳ Tiels etalageproject, Tessa Ariaans,
De Gelderlander

2021 True originals: Daan Roukens, video interview, Dennis
Cup, Loods5
Daan Roukens: I Forgot To Say Stop On Our Way Home
& Checkmate, weandthecolor.com

2020 Reinventing Daily Life (Sandberg Instituut), Sternberg
Press, 2019

2019 Artist Daan Roukens: Expect Nothing,
Appreciate Everything, weandthecolor.com

2018 Abstracte zelfportretten en de alledaagse orde en
chaos, cultureleagenda.nl
Wordt kinderboerderĳ De Gliphoeve gered door eieren?,
parool.nl

2017 Mĳn vrienden noemen mĳ Mondridaan, Pandora 2
De perfecte patronen van Daan Roukens, mixedgrill.nl
We Are All In This Together, Lotte van Geĳn, Klei

2016 De Fabriek, Elle Decoration
Hoofdafdeling Bĳzaken, vice.com
Hoofdafdeling Bĳzaken, RTL Late Night
Het Gebouw, Elsevier Juist
Online superstar, Vogue
Interview with Daan Roukens, Designscene #005

2015 Amsterdamse Kunst Kalender 2016
Daan Roukens doet het anders, cultuurmarketing.nl

2014 Talking discipline, structure and balance, Ciaran Woods,
overdose.am
Amsterdam Miscellaneous, Andreas Muller,
superfuture.com

2013 No Rest for The Obsessed, Milou Verbeke, F.A.L.L.
2012 Meet Daan Roukens, Charlene Austin, ajanaku.com

2011 Grootmeesters: Ontwerp en Ontwerper, Lucas Boot,
Audi Magazine
De Toekomst: Daan Roukens, Ilja Keizer,
smileinyourface.com

2010 NRFTO a name, a brand, a lifestyle..., Dennis Cup,
supercharged.tv

Selected Commissions & Collaborations

2018 Kinderboerder-ei, design, Amsterdam (NL)

2016 Glenfiddich, installation, Amsterdam (NL)
Private, wall painting, Amsterdam (NL)

2015 Buutvrĳ for life, wall painting, Amsterdam (NL)
Private, painting #18, Amsterdam (NL)

2014 Teva, print design, Amsterdam (NL)
Tommy’z Toko, wall painting, Amsterdam (NL)
WeTransfer, wallpaper design, Amsterdam (NL)
Public_, wall painting, Amsterdam (NL)

2013 Private, painting The Low And Theory, Amsterdam (NL)

2010 Private, painting ‘Untitled’, Yixing (CH)
On The Wall, wall painting, Amsterdam (NL)

Residencies & Collections

2008 Ceramic Factory, Yixing (CH)

Private collections in The Netherlands, United Kingdom, France,
Switzerland, Germany, China.

Miscellaneous

2014 - 2022 Various workshops & talks
2016 Kunstbende, judge
2010 - 2016 No Rest for the Obsessed, online blog about

art, fashion and my work. Sponsored articles
for i.a Eastpak Madrid, Bread & Butter Berlin,
Vans, Undscvrd, Midori, Converse, Vice, etc.

2013 Scotch-soda.com, quest editor
2011 - 2012 Ajanaku.com, art/fashion editor
2009 - 2012 Initiated the first t-shirt collections, under the

name No Rest for the Obsessed together with
my paintings, sold throughout shops in the
Netherlands and Belgium.


